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Yun Chujiu was also very confused, okay? Why was it so difficult to enter the reflection cave and receive 

punishment now? 

 

 

Her actual spiritual power was already at the seventh level of the spiritual void tier. This guy thought 

that she could already deal with the wind blades in the No. 16 Reflection Cave, so he planned to go in 

and absorb some lightning. 

 

 

Even if there were no lightning inside, it was still good to use the heaven and Earth Furnace to refine 

pills. After this trip, she had consumed a lot of medicinal pills. If she didn’t refine some more, the guai 

Cao would turn evil again. 

 

 

This guy blinked his eyes and said to manager zhong, “Manager Zhong, I am determined to go into the 

No. 16 Reflection Cave today. If you don’t agree, I will blow up the law enforcement office!” 

 

 

Manager Zhong:”…” 

 

 

You are playing tricks! What kind of madness is this? ! 

 

 

Manager Zhong felt his head hurt even more. He clutched his stomach and said, “Well, my stomach is 

not feeling well. Please wait a moment!” 

 



 

Manager Zhong did not wait for the others to react after he finished speaking and rushed into the 

house. 

 

 

Manager Zhong looked for elder Chu anxiously and asked, “Elder Chu, what should we do now?”? “Oh 

my God, I only took five dried fish from Yun chujiu. If I knew that she was here to mess up our law 

enforcement, I would never take these five dried fish!” 

 

 

Elder Chu was dumbfounded. What a mess! 

 

 

Manager Zhong finally calmed down a little after being glared at by Elder Chu. He told him what had 

happened and then said, “Elder Chu, this Yun chujiu insisted on going to the No. 16 Reflection Cave. 

What do you think she’s doing this time?” 

 

 

Elder Chu was also confused. He took out his voice transmission talisman and told Master Baili about 

what had happened. 

 

 

Master Baili was currently in a terrible state because of the invasion of the Yan clan. He did not have the 

time to deal with Yun Chujiu, the troublemaker. He thought to himself that it would be good to lock this 

fellow in the cave of reflection for at least two months. 

 

 

As for the safety issue, this fellow did not die when the Earth Dragon turned over. The cave of reflection 

on the 16th was a piece of cake for her. If she was willing to go, then so be it! 



 

 

After obtaining the approval of Master Baili, manager Zhong returned with his hands on his stomach. 

 

 

“Yun Chujiu beat up a fellow disciple and threatened a law enforcement officer. The circumstances were 

vile. Number 16 was punished with two months of reflection. Ye Bingying and Fan Mingchuan picked a 

fight and caused trouble. The sect’s resources were punished for a year. Alright, Disperse!” 

 

 

Ye Bingying and Fan Mingchuan were furious. They were clearly the plaintiffs, alright? Why were they 

being punished? Although Yun Chujiu was severely punished, it was her own request. Furthermore, 

looking at her happy expression, she didn’t look like she was going to be punished? Instead, she looked 

like she was going to receive a reward! 

 

 

Yun chujiu followed the law enforcement disciples to the reflection cave. A certain Jiu who was guarding 

the reflection cave had left his post without permission. A certain Jiu who was refining pills in the 

reflection cave on the 14th had attracted thunder. The certain Jiu ran straight to the mixed yuan square, 

he had not released Yun Chujiu first, so he had been dismissed. 

 

 

The head who guarded the reflection cave now was sent over, but this disciple had heard of the name of 

a certain Jiu who specialized in the reflection cave. 

 

 

The head received the law enforcement department’s document and looked at it. His eyes immediately 

widened. The 16th Reflection Cave? Wasn’t this Yun chujiu only at the sixth level of the Lingxuan realm? 

If she was locked in a certain jiu, she wouldn’t be able to last more than two hours, right? 

 



 

However, these weren’t things that he could control. Thus, after activating the teleportation array, he 

sent a certain jiu into a certain jiu. 

 

 

A certain Jiu entered a certain jiu, and sadly discovered that there weren’t any lightning or wind blades 

inside. Could it be that the last time she had a breakthrough in a certain jiu, she had implicated the 14th 

and 16th, causing them to malfunction? 

 

 


